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Series 1 – ‘The National Anthem’  
Which member of the British Royal Family has been kidnapped? Princess Susannah 
What activity does the kidnapper demand the Prime Minister, Michael Callow to take part in on live 
television? 

Have sex with a pig 

Unbeknownst to the public, shortly before the broadcast, the kidnapper (a famous artist) releases his 
captive and then does what to himself? 

Hangs himself 

Series 1 – 'Fifteen Million Merits'  
What activity do a majority of people do in exchange for 'merits', a currency to buy essentials and 
virtual entertainment? 

Ride stationary bikes 

What is the name of the talent show Bing convinces Abi to enter after hearing her sing? Hot Shot 
What is the name of the song Abi sings at the talent show? 'Anyone Who Knows What Love Is (Will 

Understand)' by Irma Thomas  
When the judges say that they cannot hire another singer, what role do they coerce into becoming? Pornographic performer 
When Bing is tormented by the images of Abi in a pornographic advert, he saves up enough money for 
a ticket in the talent show himself. What does Bing threaten to do when onstage? 

Commit suicide 

Series 1 – 'The Entire History of You'  
What is the name of the device that is implanted behind the ear?  Grain 
What does the implant allow people to do? Replay their memories through their eyes 

or on a screen 
Who does Liam discover to be having an affair with his wife Ffion? Her friend Jonas 
On discovering he may not be the father of Ffion's baby, what does Liam use to try and remove the 
device from behind his ear? 

Razor 

Series 2 – 'Be Right Back'  
After her boyfriend Ash is killed, what does Martha learn about herself? That she is pregnant 
Martha signs up to a service that creates an AI imitation of Ash that she can communicate with. 
What is the next stage of the service? 

A physical android version of Ash 

Several years later, on Martha's daughter's birthday, her daughter takes a slice of cake to who in the 
attic? 

Android Ash 

Series 2 – 'White Bear'  
A woman wakes up in a house suffering from what? Amnesia 
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When the woman wrestles a shotgun of one of the 'Hunters', what happens when the trigger is 
squeezed? 

It sprays confetti 

The woman learns that she is called Victoria Skillane and that she was an accomplice to who? Iain Rannoch (A child murderer) 
Victoria is sent to the White Bear Justice Park to have what done at the end of each do so that her 
punishment and entertainment can begin afresh? 

Her memory wiped  

Series 2 – 'The Waldo Moment'  
What is Waldo? A computer-animated bear 
What does Waldo do to politicians? Pranks them by asking vulgar questions in 

interviews 
Waldo is entered for a by-election in which parties’ safe seat? Conservative 
Who reveals himself as the man behind Waldo? Jamie 
Why do the police taser a homeless Jamie? For throwing a bottle at a screen that 

displays Waldo on every channel 
Series 3 – 'Nosedive'  
Using eye implants and mobile devices, what do people rate on a five-star scale? All their social interactions 
What rating score do people need to score to get to the highest Socioeconomic status? 4.5 
What is the name of the status which increases the effect of poor ratings? Double Damage 
What is the low-rating of truck driver Susan who Lacie hitchhikes with? 1.4 
Series 3 – 'Playtest'  
After he spends a night with Sonja, what does Cooper become a victim to? Identity Theft 
What is the name of the experimental Augmented Reality game that Cooper is invited to test? Whac-A-Mole 
After meeting Shou, the company's owner, what type of game is Cooper invited to test in a mansion? Horror Game 
What do we learn happened to Cooper at the end of the episode? He died during the experiment when a 

phone call from his mother caused 
electrical interference 

Series 3 – 'Shut Up and Dance'  
What does the Hacker record and threatens to release if Kenny does not follow their instructions? Record's Kenny masturbating 
What is the reason for Hector to comply with the hackers? To avoid losing custody of his children 
Whilst in the woods, another blackmailed person explains to Kenny that they must do what whilst 
being filmed by a drone? 

Fight to the death 
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After Kenny learns from his distraught mother that the hackers have released the footage. Why are 
the police looking for Kenny? 

He was masturbating to child 
pornography 

Series 3 – 'San Junipero'  
What is San Junipero revealed to be? A simulated reality inhabited by the 

deceased and elderly 
How do the residents of San Junipero interact with each other? Through their younger bodies 
What are the names of the shy character and the outgoing character? Yorkie and Kelly 
After Kelly disappears in 1987, Yorkie searches in multiple decades for her until she finds her again in 
what year? 

2002 

Series 3 – 'Men Against Fire'  
What name has been given to the mutated humans that soldiers are exterminating? Roaches 
What does Stripe learn from a frightened 'Roach' woman about the MASS interface the soldiers use? Causes soldiers to see them as mutants 
What happens to the 'Roach' woman and her child? Killed by Hunter 
In a cell, a psychologist, Arquette, gives Stripe what two choices? Indefinite imprisonment or a memory 

wipe 
Series 3 – 'Hated in the Nation'  
To counteract near-extinction of bees, Granular has developed robotic bees called what? Autonomous Drone Insects (ADIs) 
What do detectives discover the robotic bees to have caused to two people? Their deaths 
What Hashtag is used on a person’s social media, where the person most-mentioned alongside the 
hashtag is killed each day? 

#DeathTo 

What has the person who runs the game named it? Game of Consequences 
Series 4 – 'USS Callister'  
What is the name of the multiplayer game produced by Callister Inc? Infinity 
What is unique about the characters Robert Daly has created for his own personal game USS 
Callister? 

They are sentient clones of his co-workers 

After Robert clones a new programmer, Nanette Cole, to the game, she becomes confused and 
distressed. How does Robert make her obey him? 

Causes her intense pain 

What happens to Robert when the cloned players escape the game? He gets trapped inside the game 
Series 4 – 'Arkangel'  
How old is Marie's daughter Sara when she decides to have the Arkangel system implanted in her? Three-year-old 
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What does the Arkangel system allow Marie to monitor? Sara's vision, hearing and health via a 
tablet computer 

When Sara is fifteen, Marie discovers that she is lying about her whereabouts. In distress, Marie 
retrieves the tablet and what does she see? 

Sara having sex 

When Sara discovers Marie is using the tablet again, what does Sara do with the tablet? She beats Marie with the tablet 
Series 4 – 'Crocodile'  
What does Rob and Mia do with the cyclist Rob hits and kills on a mountain road? Throws the body into a lake 
Fifteen years after the incident, Rob visits Mia because he wants to send an anonymous letter to the 
victim's wife. What is Mia's reaction? 

She kills Rob 

What is the name of the device Shazia uses to view people’s memories? Recaller 
How do the police identify Mia as the killer of Shazia's husband and son? Use the Recaller on the pet guinea-pig 

that witnessed the murder 
Series 4 – 'Hang the DJ'  
What does the electronic device 'Coach' do for its users? Chooses their relationship partners and 

durations 
When people are eventually assigned lifelong partners, what it the success rate? 99.8% 
When Frank violates his and Amy's agreement that they would not look at the expiry date. 'Coach' 
recalculates their relationship status and reduces their time from 5 years down to what? 

20 hours 

When Frank and Amy try to escape, their world fades away and revealed to be what? A simulated reality used by a dating app 
Series 4 – 'Metalhead'  
What is different about this episode compared to all episode in the series? It is filmed in black and white 
What kind of guard is dog? Robotic guard 
How does Bella blind dog? With paint 
When Bella destroys dog with a shotgun, its shrapnel embeds trackers in her body. One gets 
embedded in her jugular vein. What device does Bella use to say her final goodbyes? 

A walkie-talkie 

Series 4 – 'Black Museum'  
What did museum owner Rob Haynes previously recruit people for? Experiment medical technology 
What did Dr. Peter Dawson's technology allow him to do in order to help his patients with their 
diagnosis? 

Feel his patients’ physical sensations 

The main exhibit in the museum is a holographic Clayton Leigh. What was Clayton before his death? Convicted murderer put to death by 
electric chair 
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Who is Nish revealed to be? The daughter of Clayton 
Series 5 – 'Striking Vipers'  
What are the names of the two characters Danny and Karl play on the 'Striking Vipers' game? Lance and Roxette 
What happens to Danny and Karl's characters every time they log into the game? They have sex 
True or False. Danny and Karl are only sexually attracted to each other in the game as their 
characters and not in real life? 

True 

As part of an agreement, whilst Danny and Karl play Striking Vipers, where does Theo go? Goes to a bar without her wedding ring 
and meets strangers 

Series 5 – 'Smithereens'  
Every day Hayley has 3 password attempts to try and log into who's Personal account? Her late daughter 
What is the name of Social Media Company Smithereen's CEO who the kidnapper Chris demands to 
speak to? 

Billy Bauer 

Who does Chris reveal was killed when he collided with a drunk driver whilst he was checking a 
Smithereens notification? 

Chris's fiancée 

What information does Chris want Billy to provide him with? The password for Hayley 
Series 5 – 'Rachel, Jack and Ashley Too'  
For her fifteenth birthday, Rachel gets an AI toy, Ashley Too. What is the AI toy based on? Pop Star Ashley O 
Which singer/songwriter voices the Ashley Too character? Miley Cyrus 
What happens to Ashley Too when it learns about Ashley O's coma? It malfunctions 
What is the name of the holographic Ashley O that is unveiled by Catherine? Ashley Eternal 
Series 6 – 'Joan is Awful'  
What is the name of the streaming-app that retells the events of Joan's life? Streamberry 
Which actress play's 'Joan' in the streaming-app series retelling Joan's life? Salma Hayek 
To rebel against the streaming series, what act does Joan decide to go through with in a church, 
knowing that it would be retold on the show? 

Defecates in the church 

What happens to reality when Joan destroys the quantum computer? Returns to normal 
What is revealed to be the occupation of the real Joan? Coffee Shop Owner 
Series 6 – 'Loch Henry'  
What is the name of the notorious serial killer who tortured tourists? Iain Adair 
Before Pia convinces Davis to change their film to a documentary about the serial killer, what food 
item did they initially have plans to make a documentary about? 

Eggs 
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Videoed evidence of the serial killings was found on VHS videos tapes that were labelled with the name 
of which popular TV Crime Series? 

Bergerac 

After watching videos for information, Pia discovers that the notorious serial killer was in fact just 
the accomplice to the real killers, revealed to be who? 

Davis’s parents 

What happens to Pia whilst crossing a river on her attempts to escape the real serial killer? She suffers a fatal fall 
After Davis’s mother Janet, leaves video evidence out for Davis to find, what does she do next?  commits suicide 
Sometime later, Davis’s documentary wins a BAFTA but has left Davis traumatised. Alone in his hotel 
room, he read's the note that his mother left for him with the video evidence. What does the note 
say?  

For your film. Mum 

Series 6 – 'Beyond the Sea'  
In an alternate-history 1969, astronauts Cliff and David have embarked on a deep space mission, for 
how many years? 

Six 

How do the astronauts spend time with their wives and children on earth? Inhabit mechanical replicas of their 
bodies 

What causes David to be trapped aboard the ship unable to spend time with his family? His family and his replica are murdered 
by a cult  

What does Cliff allow David to do so he can spend some time on earth? Use his replica 
Series 6 – 'Mazey Day’  
Why did paparazzi photographer Bo quit selling photos to magazines following a scandal were she 
sold photos of a TV star with his secret male lover? 

Drove him to suicide leaving her feeling 
guilty 

How much money is Bo offered if she could get photos of missing actress Mazey Day? $30,000 
When the paparazzi find Mazey Day what do they discover she has been bitten by? Werewolf 
After Mazey is wounded she begs Bo to kill her, Bo instead encourages Mazey to kill herself. What does 
Bo do whilst Mazey commits suicide? 

Take Photos 

Series 6 – 'Demon 79'  
When Nida unleased a demon-in-training named Gaap, originally in his true-form, who does Gaap 
disguise himself as to be more relatable to Nida? 

The lead singer of Boney M 

Why does Nida have to kill three people in the next few days? To prevent a nuclear apocalypse 
What party does politician Michael Smart belong to? Conservative Party 
After she runs him off the road, who stops Nida from killing Michael? Police Officer Len Fisher 

 


